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l(K(d, k))=1 + 2d + 3d 2 + · · · + kd k–1，并给出了达到符合上界的条件，进而指出
在满足条件 的情况下，网络负荷达到该上界。该结果表明Kautz网最
短路路由的弧负荷差异较大，应采用其它的路由方案以达到更小的网络负荷。 
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Abstract 
 Wavelengths are limited resource in WDM networks. State-of-the-art technology 
allows close to 300 wavelengths in the laboratory. However, less than 64 wavelengths 
can be used in real systems. Thus how to make wavelength assignment is crucial for 
taking full advantage of the potential of WDM networks. The load of a network is a 
lower bound of the wavelength needed under the condition of fulfilling the 
communication request, this parameter measures the situation of wavelengths 
assignment, and it is also one of the most important factors in routing stratge. So it is 
one of the most significant and extensively studied problems in communication 
networks. Wavelength assignment is another fundamental problem which aims at how 
to assign the wavelength to the connections between the nodes pair efficiently, this 
problem is usually resolved by coloring of edges or vertices of graph. Reliability is an 
important index of a network’s performance, fault-tolerant is basic measure to 
enhance the reliability, thus it is also a fundamental problems studied in WDM 
networks. 
Multi-hop and Single-hop are the basic communication mode of optical networks; 
the problems mentioned above are studied in this dissertation under these two 
conditions. The method used to resolve problems are mainly graph theory and 
combinatorics. 
The main achievements in this dissertation are listed as follow. 
(1) In single-hop system and all-to-all communication mode, We proposed a 
type of directed double-loop networks with fault tolerant routing R1(D) which is 
composed of shortest path and the path equal or just longer than the shortest path, 
according to the given routing R1(D) the load of each arc is equal and minimal among 
the same size of directed double-loop networks. We proved that the π(R1(D)) of  
D(n；1,h),1<h≤ n/2  is balanced and  π(R1(D))=h3-4h+3 , if n=h2-1; h=2, 3, 
4, · · ·· · ·，furthermore this kinds of double-loop network have better reliability 
because it is 1 fault-tolerant. Under the all-to-all communication mode and shortest 
path routing , we got another result which shows that the load of an edge in a Kautz 
network K(d, k) is upper bounded by 1 + 2d + 3d2 + · · · + kdk–1. The 
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given. This result implies that if 2 1d k≥ + − , then the load of the Kautz network 
l(K(d, k)) = 1 + 2d + 3d2 + · · · + kdk–1. This means in order to get lower network 
load we need to find other routing strategy other than the shortest path routing. 
(2) Proposed a solution to wavelength problem of Cartesian network with 
multi-hops. An upper bound of the (uniform) wavelength index is established. This 
result leads to a consequence for the n-th power of arbitrary network with k-hops. 
As an application, we point out that a tight upper bound for Hamming graph with 
k-hops is . The solution is valuable to further research and application 
because of its practicability.  
(3) A fault tolerant routing strategy for all optical Johnson networks J(n, k) is  
proposed, according to this routing strategy the source nodes and destination nodes 
pair of Johnson network are connected by k  paths , these paths are either equal to 
shortest path or the path just 1 step longer than the shortest path. 
The results and the method resolving problems in this dissertation will expand 
the study of similar problems and lay a ground for further research on these problems. 
In particular, the method of routing and wavelength assignment in Cartesian network 
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第一章    绪   论 
 
1.1 WDM 网络简介 




被提出，其中波分复用（Wavelength Division Multiplexing, WDM）技术是目前较
为成熟并被普遍采用的一种复用方法。 














纤的双向传输。在实验室中，已成功地实现了在 120km 长的光纤上传送 2.6Tbit/s
（即复用 132 波，每波 20Gbit/s）信号的试验。 
 
1.2 WDM 网络的运行机制 
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节点间建立光通路，业务量经由光通路传送。目前，日本、美国及欧洲的一些发
达国家已建立了采用光路交换技术的 WDM 试验网，如 London Fiber Network，































































光网络主要由光节点、光链路和光网络管理单元构成如图 1.1 所示。 
 



























图 1.2(a) 线型拓扑          图 1.2(b)星型拓扑        图 1.2(c)树型拓扑 
                 
                                   































如图 1.3 所示： 
 
（a）     
          节点 1                    节点 2                      节点 3  
（b）     
          节点 1                     节点 2                      节点 3 
 
已占用信道             可用信道 
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